
Exclusive interview with Marshall Crenshaw
by Chris Berggren, CDL Administrative Assistant

The Chelsea District Library will welcome Marshall Crenshaw to Chelsea in
October for the library’s 4th annual CDL Song Fest. Crenshaw, a Michigan native,
has hardly had the most linear of career paths. Apart from his own successful
music career, he’s been involved in countless side projects: from movies to TV
shows to writing books and penning hits for other artists to guest performances in
such bands as the MC5 and the Smithereens, and on and on… I recently got to pick
his mind about some of these musical undertakings, so without further ado, the
Crenshaw interview:
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Q.     
Can you mention just a bit about growing up in Michigan during a pretty exciting time
musically in the state? Were there any early indicators or influences that pushed you toward
a career in music?

A.
First of all, it was a really, really long time ago, when I grew up—the 1950s and '60s… During
my teens I discovered the "underground" FM radio station, WABX, and I was really influenced
by that—not just the music, but also the culture that it spoke for, the worldview that it had.
Anyway, there was always lots of different things for me to pick up on, growing up with
Detroit radio. I discovered Rock and Roll music during childhood and still haven't gotten
over that stuff.

Q.    
You ended up leaving Michigan for New York and got a pretty interesting job, working as
John Lennon on Beatlemania. What was that experience like and how did the opportunity
come about?

A.     
I realized at about 23 that my life wasn't going anywhere, that I had to get out and learn
something and do something. The trigger was when I ran into a friend from High School one
day out of the blue; he was home for a visit, living in LA. I decided that when he went back, I
would go, too—it was the first real pragmatic decision I ever made. But I didn't stay in LA and
wound up going on the road for a few months. I read in Rolling Stone about the open casting
call for Beatlemania; I think I was someplace in Wyoming when I read it. Jumping forward, I
got in the show, and to NY, and that really opened the door to the rest of my life, you might
say. Anyway, in Beatlemania, I got sick of the show pretty fast… the music too, but only
temporarily. But the life-experience part was great, and fun to look back on.

Q. 
Your first album really exploded onto the scene. It had radio hits and MTV play. Did the
success surprise you? And are first albums the easiest in a way?

A.
Actually, the success didn't surprise me—I was expecting it. But I did get a few surprises. For
one thing, when I made a choice between the offers I had and signed the record deal, I
thought, “Phew, now the hard part is over!” Other than the songs and the records, I really
didn't have much of a vision as to how to go forward; I just kind of stumbled along. Oops! My
first album was definitely not the easiest one to make—none of them were easy, but the most
fun was Field Day, my second album.
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Q. 
 On your third album, Downtown, you got to work with T-Bone Burnett before he became
famous as a producer. What was he like to work with and was there anything to predict his later
Grammy successes?

A. 
I liked him. He was super ambitious and driven—a hard worker, trying to juggle five things at
once. I learned from him. But that album, and the next two for Warner's, happened after I'd
asked to be let off the label, after the way they dealt with Field Day. I liked the people there, but
it just wasn't working. They said no to my request, so I made three albums for them under
duress, doing the best I could… 

Q. 
You and your band appeared in Francis Ford Coppola’s Peggy Sue Got Married and you later
played Buddy Holly in La Bamba. How did those opportunities come about? 

A. 
I wasn't ever really an actor. I'd worked to get the gig in Beatlemania, but with the other stuff,
people just asked me to do those things, which was cool. It's a lucky thing that I was in La
Bamba—it's really had longevity, which has helped me. And the Buddy Holly connection… that
has to be some kind of divine intervention, possibly. He was my favorite during childhood. 

Q. 
In 1994, you published a book, Hollywood Rock: A Guide to Rock ‘n’ Roll in the Movies. How did
the idea for that project come about and why was it important to you? 

A.  
Again, it was something that someone asked me to do; not my idea in the first place, but I got
way into it. I am actually a popular music historian. My mind just retains this stuff and can
process it, plus it's what I love. So this was a chance to use that ability, plus I'm a big film fan. In
the end it was a team effort, lots of great people got involved, and I learned a lot from doing it.

Q.
A dozen years after writing a book about rock in the movies, you penned a song, “Walk Hard,”
that was nominated for a Grammy and a Golden Globe for best original song. Will there be an
update to the book to include your own foray into Hollywood soundtracks?
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A. 
I loved doing the book—it kept me busy for about a year, but it was strictly a one-off side
project. Over the years the movies have been a really good thing for me: having "Someday
Someway" in the soundtrack of Desperately Seeking Susan, appearing in Peggy Sue Got
Married and La Bamba, co-writing “Til I Hear It from You” by the Gin Blossoms, which was a
movie song, and, yes, “Walk Hard.” I didn't see any of that coming in the beginning, but it's
been a big thing.

Q.
Along with your many side projects, you’ve also been working on a Tom Wilson documentary.
How is that coming along? And can you tell us a bit about Wilson and why it’s such an
important project for you?

A.
The Tom Wilson project grew out of the Bottomless Pit, my radio show. I did two weeks about
him after a friend of mine put up a Tom Wilson website, then I just couldn't get over the story—
here's this remarkable individual, one of 12 black students in his graduating class at Harvard in
1954, then he discovers Cecil Taylor and Sun Ra in the '50s; he was Bob Dylan's producer from
"Masters Of War" to "Like a Rolling Stone"; he signed Simon and Garfunkel, The Velvet
Underground, and Frank Zappa, when nobody else in the world was going to. All these things
he did shifted the course of popular music, and why doesn't anybody know his name? I still
can't believe it. I love this project, and I think we'll finish this year.

Q. 
You’ve managed to put out 11 studio albums over the years. Do you have a favorite record of
your own? Or a work you’re most proud of?

A.  
No, I did the best I could on all of them. Some of them are more definitive than others, but I
can't single out a favorite. I'll stick by about half of it, at this point in time…

*****
Crenshaw was due to headline the CDL Song Fest in October 2020, but because of the COVID-

19 pandemic the program was cancelled and moved to October 23, 2021. The preceding portion
of the interview was conducted in spring of 2020, but I thought it would be interesting to catch

up and see what Crenshaw did with his time during the pandemic year, so a few more recent
questions were thrown his way…
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Q. 
I was wondering if I could follow up with you about how you spent your time during the
pandemic. Did it give you a chance to be productive and work on new material or a special
project? Or did you just kind of shut down and go into survival mode, like so many people did? 

A. 
I did both—first the shutting-down thing, and then the productivity. Two friends of mine died
from COVID right at the beginning of lockdown. With that added to the overall shock of things,
I just went into a fog of sadness for maybe a couple months. Once I started feeling motivated
again, I recorded two new tracks: both are songs about the world catching on fire and coming to
an end... I have a licensing deal with Megaforce Records for some albums that I reclaimed the
copyrights to a couple years ago, with a reissue series planned. Each reissued album comes with
a brand-new single, so I decided to tackle one of those during 2020, which entailed writing a
new song for the first time since 2016! I co-wrote it, actually, with Gregg Turner, and the B-side
is one of his songs. And again, both songs are about humanity setting itself on fire. There's a big
collaborative project that I've been working on since 2016 (and even before), which I'm trying
not to talk about so much anymore, but that got started again during spring 2020 and is in a
great place right now. I'd say that the pandemic experience aged me, but in good ways as well as
bad. I'm glad that all my loved ones have gotten through it intact.

Q. 
Are you excited and getting ready to interact with live audiences again?

A. 
I was on a show, an actual show, this past Saturday, a multi-artist thing. We all remembered
how to do it, and I loved it…


